N SCALE
3 Bay Roundhouse

* For the best results print on 110 lb. printable card stock *
* set your printer on high quality printing *
* set your printing settings to actual size *

Click to View Video

Sponsored By

www.krafttrains.com
Left & Right

**Inside & Outside Walls**

Cut out and glue the outside wall & inside wall back to back. The inside wall width is a slight smaller then the outside wall

**Outside Wall**

**Inside Wall**
Left & Right

Inside & Outside Walls

Cut out and glue the outside wall & inside wall back to back. The inside wall width is a slight smaller than the outside wall.
Inside Bay Dividers
Cut out and glue the inside walls back to back.
Inside Bay Dividers
Cut out and glue the inside walls back to back.
Front Inside & Outside Walls
Cut out and glue the outside wall & inside wall back to back. The inside wall width is a slight smaller then the outside wall.

Bay Doors
Cut out and glue the doors back to back.
Rear Inside & Outside Wall
Cut out and glue the outside wall & inside wall back to back. The inside wall width is a slight smaller then the outside wall.
Rafters
Cut out the rafters and fold it in half
Rafters
Cut out the rafters and fold it in half
Glue 3 the front walls together with wall finishing strips and fold outwards.

Glue 6 the doors on the front walls.

Glue 3 the rear walls together with wall finishing strips.

Glue the left & right walls to the rear wall.
Glue the 3 roundhouse bays base together

Fold & glue the rear walls to the roundhouse bay base

Glue the front walls on the roundhouse base

Glue the 2 inside bay dividers with 4 inside finishing strips on each end & fold

Glue the 2 inside bay dividers in the roundhouse

Fold & glue the remaining inside finishing strips to the 4 corners of the roundhouse

Glue the 6 rafters in the roundhouse. Each roundhouse bay gets 2 rafters at the notches inside.
* Left Roof Bay Inside Covering *
Glue the left roof inside covering on the under side of the left roof top covering.
Print on 110 lb cardstock paper.

* Left Roof Bay Top Covering *
Glue the left roof top covering on the under side of the left roof inside covering.
Print on 110 lb cardstock paper.

Finishing Strips (Use for covering seam lines)
* Right Roof Bay Inside Covering *
Glue the right roof inside covering on the under side of the right roof top covering.
Print on 110 lb cardstock paper.

* Right Roof Bay Top Covering *
Glue the right roof top covering on the under side of the right roof inside covering.
Print on 110 lb cardstock paper.

Finishing Strips (Use for covering seam lines)
* Center Roof Bay Inside Covering *
Glue the center inside covering on the under side of the center roof top covering
Print on 110 lb cardstock paper

* Center Roof Bay Top Covering *
Glue the center roof top covering on the under side of the center roof inside covering
Print on 110 lb cardstock paper

Finishing Strips (Use for covering seam lines)
Cut out & gluing the center finishing strips to the roof also cutting out notches on the tabs

Gluing the inside of the center roof & folding

Gluing the right & left roof & folding
(glue the right roof together with the finishing strip like the center roof & repeat for the left roof)

Gluing the inside of the right roof

Gluing the roof finishing strip on the right side

Gluing the left roof

Gluing the inside of the left roof
Gluing the roof finishing strip on the left side

Gluing the completed roof on the roundhouse

Cut out & folding 3 chimneys & gluing the roof finishing strip

Gluing chimneys on the roundhouse
Print these windows on transparent paper.
Cut out the windows on the roundhouse and glue these windows in its place for a realistic look.
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